
Oesteoarthritis 
 
For as long as I can remember I have had this permanent cough which is just annoying and due to it I 
also have had a lot of phlegm all that time with me needing a new handkerchief every day as it 
would be soaking wet by the end of the day.  The doctor’s tell me that I must have had bronchitis as 
a child which I never really got rid of and turned to this cough [this all happened approx. 50 years 
ago so I don’t remember any of it]. 
 
Also some 13 years ago I was involved in an industrial accident involving a 9” angle grinder slicing 
thru part of my leg.  Even though I had extensive physio I can now walk without a limp but will never 
be able to run again as my knee would give way.  Of course, because of the accident I have been 
favouring my good leg and for several years now have had severe pain in both knees and hip 
because of that favouring.  I have been having deep Chinese remedial massage for many years now 
but it has not relieved all the pain. 
 
We heard of Dr Chen thru a friend of ours, so we made an appointment.  Thru the acupuncture Dr 
Chen is doing on my knee’s I am now pain free with Dr Chen advising that the cartilage in my knees 
are rejuvenating themselves.  With Chinese herbal medicine Dr Chen is drying up my cough/phlegm 
problem and I am noticing I don’t need so many hankies.  On top of this I am noticing that I can 
breathe deeper and my chest is sounding a lot clearer.  My wife has even said that my breathing at 
bedtime is a lot quieter than and not as rattily as before.  This has been achieved in about 8 weeks so 
am looking forward to how good it will be when the treatment is finished. 
 
My son has also been seeing Dr Chen for severe acid reflux.  After having a camera down his throat 
and the gastro saying my son’s oesophagus was one of the worst he had ever seen, but just 
prescribed him Pariet and then said goodbye we decided Dr Chen may be able to help.  Dr Chen 
diagnosed him with an imbalance in his sympathetic nervous system which affects his stomach thus 
not allowing the food to be digested properly.  With both acupuncture and herbs my son has not had 
a reflux attack for over 8 weeks now and he can still eat foods that he likes that would normally 
cause him to have an attack.  Because of the success my son is having with his stomach he is now 
getting Dr Chen to treat him for his ADHD problems. We are both thankful to our friend for 
introducing us to Dr Chen. 
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